 What are scholars, academics, and experts discussing?
 Are there any current arguments or debates?
 What published ideas contribute to your insight?
Narrow your ideas and develop an outline.
 Develop a specific or narrow thesis statement that pinpoints what your essay will discuss. Keep in mind the purpose of your essay-is it to entertain, inform, or persuade your audience?
EXAMPLE THESIS: The Industrial Revolution significantly changed American women's familial role.
(This thesis promises to objectively inform the reader.)
EXAMPLE THESIS: While the Industrial Revolution organized America's economy, it actually hindered women by defining clear gender roles.
(This thesis proposes an argument.)
 Develop at least three main points to support your thesis.  Remove any irrelevant ideas.
Edit.
 Use a writing handbook to check MLA format, grammar, and usage.
Proofread.
 Read your essay aloud. ___Did I edit for punctuation, such as misplaced periods or colons?
